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Healthcare
Label Solutions

Laboratory and Pharmacy Labels

Whilst we provide Healthcare specific thermal printers, 
scanners, wristbands and wristband printer solutions, we 
also produce blank labels for thermal printers as well as 
cryogenic, laboratory, pathology, and 3-part pharmacy 
dispensary labels. 

Our specialised label materials are specifically designed for 
the Healthcare Sector. From high performing materials for 
small diameter medical services to materials and adhesive 
which can withstand extreme low cryogenic temperatures 
and steam autoclave sterilisation.

The digital labelling solutions we offer provides flexibility 
and bespoke labels for printing on demand, as well as the 
ability to sequentially number labels and print 1D/2D 
barcodes.

Looking for pain-free overprinting? Our in-house Bureau has 
a fleet of dedicated Zebra thermal printers which overprint 
pre-printed labels. Contact us for more information.

Rapid Labels offers a holistic approach to Healthcare
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Blank Labels, Barcodes, Sequential Numbering,  
Dispensary Labels, Cryogenic and Laboratory Labels



Patient ID
Print Solutions

The ZD421T-HC, ZD510-HC and ZQ610-HC printers are 
compact, easy to use print solutions. 

The ZD421T-HC printer delivers features and functionality 
that takes deployment and management simplicity, ease-
of-use and application flexibility to a new level. Bringing 
reliability and accuracy for critical healthcare environments.

The ZD510-HC is the easiest wristband printer to use on 
the market. Just insert the wristband cartridge containing 
the only antimicrobial-coated wristbands on the market 
– Zebra’s Z-Band® wristbands and print. The Z-Band® 
Wristbands are one of the most durable thermal wristbands 
available. They are the softest direct thermal wristbands on 
the market, and they are durable, latex free, hard wearing 
and antimicrobial.

With the ZQ610-HC mobile printer your staff can print 
labels right at the point of care, reducing labelling errors 
and improving patient safety.

Wristband cartridge

Antimicrobial Z-Band wristbands

ZD510-HC  
and Wristband

ZD421T-HC
ZQ610-HC
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ZD421T-HC, ZD510-HC,  
ZQ610-HC & Z-Band® Wristbands



DS8178-HC Scanner

Efficient Patient ID 
Scanning Solutions

Whether admitting a patient, collecting a specimen, 
administering medication, or performing inventory 
management, there’s no room for error. 

The DS8178-HC and DS2208-HC scanners are premium 
hand-held medical scanners, purpose-built for healthcare 
environments, with unparalleled performance on virtually 
every barcode in any condition. 

They both feature disinfectant-ready housing designed to 
handle regular sanitising with popular disinfectants, so they 
can be wiped down to help prevent the spread of infection 
and comply with hospital or government regulatory 
cleaning protocols.

Provide patients with the highest quality care

Easy To Clean: Zebra’s Healthcare Solutions have printers 
and tracking solutions that are disinfectant ready and have UV-
resistant housing designed to handle regular sanitising with harsh 
chemicals and UV light, thus helping prevent the spread of germs 
and increase patient safety. 
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1D/2D: DS8178-HC and DS2208-HC Scanners



TC52x-HC Touch Computer

Connect, Collaborate 
and Communicate

The TC52x-HC Touch Computer delivers the ultimate in 
touch computing for today’s healthcare workers. You get 
the simplicity of Android with all the mobile computing, 
clinical collaboration and data capture features your staff 
need to provide care.

They are easy to use and they have superior clinical 
collaboration, data capture and device management tools 
– all in a sleek, sanitisable device built for frequent cleaning 
and around-the-clock use.

The ET40-HC Healthcare Tablet offers all the enterprise 
healthcare features. A rugged design built to last for years 
and handle constant disinfecting. Offering features like a 
dedicated emergency alert button, scanning, advanced 
processing power and so much more.  

Contact us for more information – 0800 865 223 or 
thehub@rapidlabels.nz

Instantly with the TC52x-HC Touch Computer 
and the ET40-HC Healthcare Tablet

Enhance patient safety and streamline processes
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ET40–HC Tablet



Patient Tracking, Wristbands, 
Printers, Labels and so much more

thehub@rapidlabels.nz  |  www.rapidlabels.nz  |  0800 865 223

Rapid Labels is a Zebra Premier Partner. 

We are one of the country’s leading suppliers of Zebra 
products to end users. Our extensive Zebra product 
knowledge, stock holding and service record makes Rapid 
Labels the best option for companies looking for scanning, 
mobility and thermal print solutions.

Zebra’s Healthcare Solutions help to deliver high quality 
patient care. It all starts by connecting data from admissions  
to discharge, and every step in between. Zebra’s patient 
identity management solutions enable precision when 
matching patient records, medication, specimens and 
more – ensuring the right patient gets the right care  
every time.



Maintenance and Service Solutions
To ensure that your thermal printer is functioning to the 
best of its ability it is important to keep your thermal printer 
clean and free from dust and other debris. 

We offer a Preventative Maintenance Service, on-site or 
via our return to base service, in which we perform tasks, 
some of which include:

• Clean printer of settled dust and other debris
• Check and clean print-head
• Check and clean platen roller for damage/wear
• Check and clean label path for adhesive/label residue
• Adjust printer setup if necessary
 
For more information about this service, contact us.

Rapid Labels’ Thermal Printer Preventative Maintenance

RapidCare

Talk to us about our RapidCare Service Level 
Agreement. Email support@rapidlabels.nz for 
more information about this service.

Looking for a regular maintenance plan? 
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We’re here to help you, help others
Rapid Labels & Zebra Healthcare Solutions

We’ve been providing New Zealand with labels for over  
50 years and our association with Zebra Technologies spans 
over 30 years. 

Talk to us, we’ll help you find Healthcare Technology 
Solutions that best suit your needs. 

Alongside the patient admission wristbands and labels 
we offer, we also provide custom healthcare labels for 
pharmacy, laboratories and phlebotomy.

Contact our Hub Team and they’ll point you in the right 
direction: 0800 865 223 or thehub@rapidlabels.nz
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